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If you’re focused on transactional work then Lawtel FirstPoint is the
service you’ve been waiting for.
It takes you through a series of checklists and guides on legal transactions, in a
simple step-by-step process. Everything is presented in a logical sequence with
materials linked to all the relevant case law, legislation and precedents - all of which
means that Lawtel FirstPoint could save you a considerable amount of time.
Continually monitored and updated by specialists to ensure current law and
procedure is reflected, Lawtel FirstPoint ensures that your practice manages matters
accurately, consistently and efficiently. It’s also a great training tool for junior fee
earners and an invaluable investment for any practice.
Lawtel FirstPoint homepage:

FOCUS ON
WHAT MATTERS

CONTENT INCLUDES

KEY FEATURES

Lawtel FirstPoint combines primary materials (legislation
and cases) with current awareness updates.

Detailed Checklists
Each checklist highlights the stages and steps relevant to a particular
transaction, with detailed guidance and links to supporting materials.

Commercial
• Company and business formation and organisation
• Insolvency
• Licensing
• Intellectual Property
• Pension schemes
• Marketing of goods and services
Property
Commercial Property:
• Assigning commercial property
• Sale and purchase of tenanted commercial property
• Licences to assign/alter/change/underlet commercial property
Residential Property:
• Sale and purchase of freehold and leasehold residential property
• Granting residential leases
• Shared ownership
• Remortgaging residential property
• Sale and purchase of residential property at auctions

Simple Search and Browse
Searching is easy - you can perform both free text and specific
searches across checklists and guides as well as browse by title using
the alphabet list.
My Favourite Checklists and Guides
You can save links to your most used checklists and guides, then gain
easy access from any area of the site.
Simple on-going Administration
User administration is fully integrated into the lawtel.com family of
online services and users can also browse between Lawtel FirstPoint and
Lawtel subscriptions with a single username and password.
Email Alerts
Be updated by email automatically when there is a change to any part of
your checklists and guides.
Email/Save/Print
You can choose to email, save or print checklists and guides.
Existing Lawtel and Lawtel Precedents customers please contact your
Sweet & Maxwell Account Manager to discuss loyalty pricing options.

VISIT LAWTEL.COM FOR AN ONLINE DEMONSTRATION
OF LAWTEL FIRSTPOINT

LAWTEL FIRSTPOINT
OUR DEDICATED SUPPORT STAFF ARE AVAILABLE
TO PROVIDE EXPERT ASSISTANCE
For subscription enquiries or to request a free trial,
please contact the Lawtel Helpdesk:
0800 018 9797
helpdesk@lawtel.com
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